
hi! 

my name is Francesca  
and I want to share with you my  
plan for the Creative Residency,  

my inspiration and what took me here.



my goal 



this project is about creating a physical 
(a book) and an interactive digital 

platform (a website) that puts together 
speech generated patterns that will 

highlight and celebrate cultural 
differences through their designs, 

creating a conversation around topics 
such as identity, community and 

language.



my inspiration 



- traditional Peruvian/South American Folk Art -



One and three chairs 
Joseph Kosuth Toledo , Ohio, EE.UU., 1945

- text, photography and physical representations that make reference to 
the same thing/Different ways of saying the same -



- all types of repetitions - 



- patterns in physical/useful objects -



- audio patterns - 



- weaving patterns -



- the Jacquard Loom/the first computer -



- all of my past project have in common one thing: it’s all about connecting the physical 
and digitals spaces, in harmony -



- all the people I’ve met and share experiences with in all my academic/professional 
career -



THESE BOOKS 

- (i)  how many artists discovered things about neuroscience before scientists did, 
understanding their creative process / (ii) understanding how to identify personal 

narratives / (iii) images, textures and physical designs -

(i) (ii) (iii)



- one of the first patterns I made. the story of a guy in Ahmedabad, India that talked to 
me about his High School experience in a workshop I gave in that city -



related projects



- the first piece where I translated a patterns generated by audio analysis to a physical piece -

TEXERE, 2017



- tying together the old ways of telling and archiving information with the new ways of consuming them -

QUIPU, 2016



- translates spoken words into digital designs -  

100 SPEECH GENERATED PATTERNS, 2018



output



I  will expand in the 100 
speech generated 

patterns and develop 
new ones based on a 

specific group of 
people. All of them 

come with a story, an 
explanation of the 

technique used, making 
an analogy to a specific 

characteristic about 
humans.    

more on my IG account: @lefunchi


